
Orthophotomaps have the distortions removed, making them:

Four types of data are required:  

(1) Perspective distortions
(2) Topographic distortions
(3) Lens distortions (not well visible but they exist!)
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2 - How to make them?

1 - Why orthophotomaps?
Conventional photographs suffer from various distortions:

Area: 51.2 m2 Perimeter: 36.82 m 
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3 - INDIGO's AUTOGRAF tool

4 - The 100-graffiti test
AUTOGRAF was tested on a sample dataset of 826 images 
corresponding to 100 graffiti along

 

of the tested graffiti were sucessfully orthorectified
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To automatically generate orthophotomaps from 1000s of photos,
the open-source tool AUTOGRAF was developed within INDIGO

[ AUTomated Orthorectification of GRAFfiti photos ]

(a) a set of graffito-specific photographs
(b) the camera orientations (interior and exterior)
(c) a 3D model of the graffito-covered surface
(d) a reference plane to project the orthophotomap on

to process one graffito photo set

The average orthophotomap raster cell size is below
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